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1. BLAOKOUTO~ 9HORT-DAYLENGTH
OONTROLFABRICS

These will provide the total light control
required to produce crops such.as
Chrysanthemums, Begonias and
Kalanchoe year round. These generally
include a porous two layer fabric for the
top covers with a reflective top surface.
Generally fabric for the vertical side walls
and gable end coverage are non porous
and are installed as centre roll up walls.
Growers today are even using vertical roll

up walls foraddi~ional insulation and
improved temperature control of outside
wall areas. .

2. SHADEFABRIOS.
These can be utilized for any crop. The
most common types are made of
alternating strips of clear and aluminized

polyester whic4 are availa~~ein 15%to
85% shade value perc~ntages to suit the
application.

CONFIGURA ION OF SYSTEM

INSTALLATION

The second factor in determining a system
requirement is the greenhouse structure.
Will the installation be a retrofit to an

existing area or designed for new
construction? The configuration most
suitable will depend on many variables.
- Climate control zones should match

the curtain control zones

- Where can a system be installed
without interference from existing
equipment currently in the greenhouse

or possible future additions?
- What type of cooling system exists-

peak, gutter or fan and pad gable
ventilation?

- What type of heating system exists,
overhead, under bench, radiant or
forced air?

The primary consideration is the
orientation of the greenhouse. When the
curtain system will be in the fully open
position you will waIit to obtain the
minimum possible shadow :tromthe fabric
bundles. You will also prefer to have that
bundle shadow move during the course of
the day. It is for this reason many growers
prefer to install systems which will
operate travelling in an east / west
direction. This also allows full sunlight to
pan across the greenhouse crop when a
system is partially open.

Gutter-ta-G utter

Flat System Truss-to-Truss
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The next consideration is system
operation. Will it be possible.to install the,

system to operate ITomgutter to gutter
across the width of the greenhouse i.e. one
curtain panel per greenhouse or will it
travel ITomtru~ to truss in 10' or 12'

sections i.e. one curtain panel per post
spacing as long as the width of the total
number of houses per greenhouse zone?
In many situations it will involve a
compromise to arrive at the best choice.
In very wide span or individual"heusesa
truss to truss system is more suitable. In
older houses with very limited gutter
heights a truss to truss system is most
often the only choice where the shade
system can have the required "right of
way". In narrow houses with increased
under gutter heights a gutter to gutter

system may b~come mpre suitable. It is
also most desirable to obtain as much air

space under the curtain as,possible to be
able to maintain good air cir~u1ationand a
better balance of all the environmental
conditions under the curtain.

QY9TEM TYPE

At present there are two primary types of
support systems most commonly used.
Both systems should include complete
perimeter seals to totally isolate the air
above the curtained area from the air
below. The VRE Shade & Save TM

system also includes a patented aluminum
extrusion shown in the follQwingdrawing.
Thi:?incorporates a rubber sealing strip for

a positive closure at each curtainjomt as
well as an edge to fasten the stationary
side of the next curtain.

Aluminum Extrusion

AWM. TUBE CARRIER

U.S.A. PATENTNO. 4565230
CAN. PATENTNO.1 179B44

1. A 9l1DINGSY9TEM

The sliding system consists of a network
of parallel monofilament lines installed on
approximately 18 inch centres on which
the cover fabric is supported and is drawn
back and forth lying on these line~. This
system type is used most often ,inretrofit
applications where space is very limited or
areas where light loss due to fabric bundle
size is a critical factor. .Sliding systems
also use monofilament lines above the

curtain with "cloth gatherers" to produce
the smallest fabric bundle size possible
when the system is fully open. They can
also. be installed where only 4" - 6" depth
of travel space is available to prevent
interference with other equipment. The
fabric will gather and bundle differently
each time the curtain opens, so
deterioration from sunlight is slower.
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Replacement fabric curtam costs are less,
for sliding systems, due to minimal
sewing requirement and easy rethreading
of new monofilament support lines
through the grommets in the patented
VRE altuninum extrusion. These systems
are also generally limited to a maximum
of 21' travel distance per panel.

2. ASUSPENDEDSYSTEM

The suspended system is adaptable only

where sufficient space ~savailable since it
typically will require 9" - 12" depth of
travel area. To suspend the curtain fabric a
network of parallel stainless steel wires
that are spaced closer for open roof houses
and wider apart for totally indoor
applications. The fabric is then supplied
with matching "loop tapesJlsewn on the
same interval spacing. -"s" hooksarethen. .

installed in the looptapes at 12" centres to

produce accordion type b~dles of fabric
of 6" height when the system is fully
open. Fabrics ,proneto su.nlight
deterioration will show earlier wear on the
top edge of these accordion folds since
this area is always exposed to the
available sunlight when the system is open
or closed. Replacement fabric curtain
costs however are higher, for suspended
curtains, due to extensive sewing
requirements. These systems typically
also produce more permanent shadow
when open since fabric bundles are
generally larger. This system type can be
used on greater travel distance spans i.e.
25' - 32' gutter to gutter systems.

CONIROIB

Curtains can be operated manually with an
open/close switch or automatically by
time clock control or with a climate

control computer. Automatic computer
controls offer many more options today
such as staged opening to eliminate cold
air drop, light level control to allow the
morning sun to partially warm the cold air
before opening. Light level control can
also be used to close the system when
light levels drop below a preset level.
Some computer systems even supply

- anticipatorycontrolby increasinghot
water pipe temperature before the curtains
are set to open and in reverse can reduce
pipe temperature settings before the preset
night closing time. Computerized controls
optimize all of the curtain benefits by
integrating the curtain system as part of
the complete greenhouse system.

J.N.SIAIJAIlON
There is absolutely nothing more
important than the correct design and
installation of a moving curtain system.
Installation by a reputable company with
proven curtain installation and design
experience will minimize your long term
maintenance costs. We recommend at

least experienced supervisory installation
personnel assist to ensure the best
performance for the long term. An
improper design or installation causes
premature wear and tear on all equipment
and negates manufacturers warranties.
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